[Autonomic regulation and bradycardia during the neonatal period].
The high frequency of bradycardia observed during the neonatal period requires cardiac monitoring but also understanding its intrinsic mechanisms, including responsiveness of the autonomic nervous system (ANS). Heart rate variability and spontaneous baroreflex analysis can help understand the autonomic dysregulation of cardiorespiratory control, possibly responsible for sudden infant death. In clinical neonatology practice, neonatal bradycardia does not warrant continuation of monitoring if it remains isolated, asymptomatic, and short (<10 s), followed by a rapid cardiac acceleration indicating an adapted sympathetic response. Further evaluation of ANS responsiveness is possible for newborns including analyzing the complexity of the heart rate and respiratory variability. This allows better targeting children with high risk after discharge. The real-time evaluation of autonomic regulation could become a valuable tool in clinical practice.